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Vows property tax relief

The College

Anderson pushes budget
by Steve Johnson
Managing Editor

Governor Wendell Anderso·n,
continuing his statewide tour
explaining his proposed budget, spoke in St. Cloud Tuesday afternoon. Focusing primarily on state taxes, Ander-

Governor Anderson
John Peterson photo

son called high real estate
taxes the "most critical issue"
facing the state ·tax structure
today.
Explainii.ng, Anderson stated
that "We feel it is our responsibility to take our case
to the people." He indicated
that his tour would hopefully
se-t a preceden~ for "spenders"
of state monies to receive apspnding.
Speaking to a press confermce prior to a speech to the
Rotary Club, Anderson said
he was "glad to see" former
State Tax Commissioner Roland Hatfield's alternative tax
proposal, and noted, with satisfaction, that he and Hatfield
are in "substantial agreement" on most areas of taxation.
Anderson cited th~ major
difference in the two proposals
as aid to private schools. In
his budget, the governor recommended that the state provide $100 per pupil for what
he called "the basic educational expenses of Minnesota
children erurolled in private
aind parochial schools." $27

\.:

I-IuQ"l1es
to offer Winter
E5
commencement address
Fred J. Hughes, St. Cloud attorney and a member of the
University of Minnesota Board
of Regents, will be the winter
quarter commencemerut speaker Friday, March 19, at St.
Cloud State College.
President Robert H. Wick
will confer approximately 305
degrees durinf the 11 a.m. ceremonies in Stewart Hall Auditorium. There will be 39 master's degrees , 260 bachelor's
degrees and six associate in
arts degrees conferred.
Hughs holds a B.A. degree
from St. John's University and
a J.D. degree from the University of Minnesota. He has been
in law practice in St. Cloud
since 1934.
A University of Minnesota
regent since 1961, Hughes is
currently chairman of that
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Concerts Lecture Committee
changes organizational forlll
,

The Concert and Lectures
cc,mmittee no longe1 exists.
The new organizatioo taking
its place is called the Major
Events Council and will replace all the _heads of organizations which dealt with visiting coocerts, lectures, and
fine arts programs.
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Anderson

Project Bootstrap

Funds short, student pays some
mostly by St. Cloud business
and professionai men and in,terested members of the college admbistration and faculty. Les Green solicited the
money himself from the private donors in the sprmg and
summer of 1969.
Money given by Project
Bootstrap is not given in a
package, but quarterly. Needs
may change from quarter to
quarter: more, less, or none
at all. One student even gave
back some of the moilley given
him that he did not need for
the past fall quarter.
Most studen'.s hear of Bootstrap througt the Financial
Aids Office. A student might

have a 1.8 average and the
requirement for most programs is 2.0, and he can't stay
in school to bring his average
up ; so they'd sent him to Project Bootstrap.
Green, a student himself,
feels that it's ha:rier for an
applicant to put something
over on a student director than
it would for him to talk a
faculty advisor into giving
him money. "It would be harder to face me with gargage !"
However if Green sees that
the eagerness ane financial
need is there, he'll be more
than willing to award the
money.
But he is very distrubed

Book Exchange continues
The Student Senate book
exchange will again operate
this quarter in Newman Terrace. Don Stello, head of the
book . excha;ige committee,
said that the exchange will
operate from Monday, March
29 to Fri.day, April 2.
C
Hours will be from 9 a.m.5 p.m. on Monday aind Fri.day
and 9 a.m.-6 p.m. on Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday
Stello said discoUI11t cards
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Once formed, the Council will areas are: Major events, such
be reperpetrated in itself.
as Homecoming, Pop concerts,
Faculty advisers for the co- Classical concerts, Fine Arts,
counselors will be appointed and guest lecturers.
by the Faculty Senate from
A n o t h e r office will be
the five to 10 list submitted by created an overall co-ordiniator
the counselors. These advisers of publicity. This chairman
will have non-voting status.
will handle all news releases
The counselors will be di- for concerts, lectures, events,
The new Council will coordi- vided into five major areas ac- . budget and informational irJ..
nate all major events such as cording to their interest. These formation about the council.
Homecoming, Sno-Daze, May
Daze, with all the concerts involved. Such concerts as the
John Denver concert sponsored by ABOG will be included in the new committee as
well as other pop concerts,
classic concerts, speakers, and
fine art ac~ivities which this
Students majoring in sociol- Work, will not be offered after
y~ar were fma~ced by several ogy who wish to take course Spring quarter, 1971, so studifferent agencies.
375, Introd:.ction to Social dents who desire field work
The new Council will be ~ork, . are requested to. turn may wish to consider the State
composed of 15 students with a 1Il their names and th~1r ex- College Market to secure this
non-voting director of student pee~ date of g~aduation to work in .,-;immer or fall of this
activities coordinator. The stu- Sandi Karnowski or Alex year.
Students interested in the
dents will be appointed from Stach at Lawrence Hall 27.
Summer Work Study program
general applications from the A priority list is being set are encouraged to inquire at
student body by a core group up on a "first come first the Careers office at SCS for
representing Atwood Board of serve" basis, with Spring 1971 application forms and inforGovernors, Inter Residence graduates -receiving first coin- mation. Summer Work Study
Hall Council, Student Activi- sideration, Summer 1971 grad- is for students who have comties Committee a,nd Student uates receiving second prior- pleted sophomore year by the
Sentate, and the Personnel ity, etc.
end of spring quarter. Gradu(cont. on p. 4, col. 4) Chairman, Greg Manning.
Social work course 475, Field ating seniors are not eligible.

board's health sciences committee. He is a charter member of the governing board of
St. John's University.
The St. Cloud attorney is
president of the Stearns-BentOll Bar Association and a
member of the ethics committee of the Minnesota Bar
Association.
.
Organist Iren,e Drernnan and
tenor David Ketchum, both of
the college's music department, will provide music for
the program. Dr. Wick will add r e s s the graduates and
a 1 u m n i director Michael
Keable will extend greetings
from the alumni.
Commencement
marshals
will be Dr. Hugh Barker, proBy Donna Matson
fessor · of biology, and Dr.
Audra Whitford, professor of Project Bootstrap is not a
business education and office program in which "everything
is given; you use your brains
administration.
to get people to give you
things, then you don't have
to work . . . I'm so much
against this give-away deal. "
Project director Les Green
explained the program and
why he ·had felt the need to
develop it in 1969 along with
Student Senate. Students will Dr. Richard Martin, Journalbe asked to fill out forms for ism departmerJt chairman.
the files of the employment Bootstrap is a financial
service. When a student is aid program designoo to help
placed and later decides to eligible students who want
quit his job he must inform the to attend St. Cloud State but
Student Employmmt Servce who don't have the money to
so another student can be giv- do so. The degree of need is
determined by Les himself,
en the job.
Employers will also main- who intrviews each applicant.
tain current files in the Senate Potential students must also
office indicating positions that have· the aoility to meet regular SCS admission requireopen.
Included in the part time job meruts and the regular college
positions will be openings at continued-enrc,llment requireGarvey aoo Murphy food ser- ments after admission.
vices, Crossroads, Welles, and But the requirement that
makes Pruject Bootstrap difdowntown businesses.
ferent from the other financial
aid programs is that the applicant must have a willingness
to pay no less than one-half
will not be accepted, and there of his or her college expenses
will be a 10 cent service by working part-time.
charge on paper back books
The funds are limited, howand a 15 cents charge on hard ever, so Minnesota residents
cover volumes. Checks will are given priority; otherwise
be accepted, with out-of-town there is no discrimination as
checks incurring a charge of to r.ace, creed, color or na10 cents.
tional origin. In fact, the the
According to Stello, last program was originally aimed
quarter's book exchange took to help minority-group stuin approximately $32,000, with dents.
lost and stolen books amount- The program is financed
ing to $500.
entirely by private individuals,

~- Student Employment
Service develops
A Student Employment Service has been organized tc find
part time or night time jobs
for college students.
,.__
Larry Meyer, past Student
Senate president and chairman
of the Student Employment
Service, said that over 400 businessmen have been approached
to participate in the program.
Almost 100 have indicated inter:, est in participating in the project.
The Service, just beginning
to operate, has placed six students and will take applications the first week of spring
quarter in the main office of the

roillion has been provided in
the Anderson budget to finance
the program.
Hatfield has registered opposition to any such aid. Anderson said Hatfield has called
the document (Anderson's
budget) "One of the tightest
I've ever seen."
Anderson rejected comseryative charges that the budget
1s geared to "spe1.d spend
spend."
"Most taxpayers are willing
to pay their fair share if they
feel it is spent wisely," he told
his audience.
Elaborating in the issue of
real estate taxes, Anderson
explained that such taxes "do
not adequately reflect the ability of the people to pay," and
therefore must be reduced
in favor of other non-property taxes such as the income
tax a,nd the liquor a,nd tobacco
tax.
In his budgetary message
to the legislature, Anderson
asserted that "it is hypocritical to state that property taxes are local and hat they are
not therefore the result of
state action. The scandalous
property taxes which today
are literally driving Minnesotans from their homes are
the direct result of legislative failure to properly fund
education at the state level
from noo property sources."
Anders001 explained that uinder his plan, local schools
would receive more money
for maintenance costs while
re a 1 estate-property t a x e s,
which now assume a prime
supportive role in educational
costs would at the same time
be reduced.

'Project Bootstrap' introduced their program to parents
and the community in an open house last Sunday.
Roger Schaffausen photo

when he sees students who
accept money grants to go
to college who don't have to
work for it. "It works .·omewhat like a welfare system.
If someone is conditiooed to
the idea that he'll get money
without having to do a thing
for it, how are you going to
teach him how to work for
money?"
Green had been in the St.
Cloud Reformatory when he
heard of a release time program several years ago. He
was one of five prisoners who
took the ACT test; the three
top scorers were allowed to
go to college. The number
three scorer WaSill't interested
in going to collge, he just
wa:nted to get out of jail. He.
went to school for only three
weeks, and then left. There
were two other prisoners who
sincerely wanted the opport\Ul'ity to go to collge but weren't
given the chance because of
this one person.
This is what makes Green
a conscienscious director of
Project Bootstrap. He determines if the applicant
really is willing to go to school
aind work at the samt! time.
"I have to justify giving someone money to go to school myself; I don't want to give it
to the wrong person."
There are only eight people
in the project this quarter,
not as ma:ny as Green would
like to see. "Of course we
never have enough money.
But the more students we hav
in the program, the more
money we'd have to raise!"

Editorially

Keep Stach
The following letter was written to the students
of St. Cloud State College from Alex Stach, so•
ciology and social work instructor. Alex has
been fighting non-retention for the 1971-72 academic school year. He's being "fired" because
he does not meet the "future needs of the department."

To the students at SCS:
I applied some time ago to Miss Char Benson, Chairman of Student Senate, for a parttime teaching position in a Counter-Culture program directed by students. This on condition
that I lose my retention fight.
Student feedback is positive. The Student
Senate and the Save Alex Committee could develop some financing program. Students have
already conducted a successful defense fund program.
If I work for "you all" (and with "you all"),
it could be a minimal committment like $2,000
for nine months. Other income would come from
free lance work in_audio-visual educational programs, public lectures, writing, private social
work practice, contract social research, and human potential programming.
I would like an early response. Do you wish
to offer me a contract on condition that I lose
my retention litigation (which would last nine
months yet or years). If you make the condition·
al offer I will accept conditionally.
You are my first choice for an employer. I
think you're great! I need some early commitment so that I do not need to invest valuable
time "hedging" on the job market for Fall 1971.
I have a job offer for "anytime" in St. Paul
which meets my approval, one job "feeler" from
another Minnesota college, one offer on sociopsych research collaboration at Harvard College
(Quaker) in Pennsylvania.
I need to know if I should keep these leads
or offers "warm" or forget about them. In
Spring 1971 and Summer, I will be involved very
minimally with Harvard College.
Thanks for your invaluable reassurance of
my teaching role here.
Fraternally,
Alex Stach
We like Alex. We like his individuality, his
creativity, his abilities, his openness, his integrity, his spunk. We want Alex to stay at SCS.
He's meeting our needs!

Educational sneakies
by Brian Hall

This is the last article of a
series that was started last
quarter. The series' content
was highly opinionated, certailnily biased, and consta;ntly
ideological. But, that was the
intention.
And to those of you who
wrote to me 8111d expressed
your opinions about the series,
I tip my ten-gallon Hoss hat.
fu retrospect, I have two
confessions to make. The first
is that half of what I wrote in
previous articles may have
been inico.rrect. The second
confession is that I have no
idea which half it was.
Without pulling your eyes
over the wool this time, however, I would like to relate to
you a few educational sneakies
I acquired during my brief period of emollment at SCS.
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To begin, I strongly recommend the Commoo Market
program for future student
teachers. If you are willing to
go out on a limb to do your
student teaching, prospective
employers may give you additional poinits on your placement file.
Somehow, acquire the trait
that I prefer to call "The Common Sense Defense." If your
instructor is using year-old
notes, or a text book entitled
The Relevant Anything, you
had better start developing the
"CSD."
Ei:nest Hemingway describes it more bluntly when he
said, "You will need a built-in.,
shock-proof Crap Detector."
When spring quarter begins,

Education

(cont. on p. 8, col. 3)

Millerbernd
answers Waters
To th,! Editor:

I've read that Todd Water:;
wants to face me in public
debate on the subject of "student rights."
A topic so vital deserves
no hasty decision. I am therefore presently considering the
following, with special emphasis on the last.
a) Accept the challenge only
if it be held iini Haler,beck Hall,
on a Saturday night, admissioi!l, by advance ticket sales
only.

telling ta1es

e ) Show up disguised as
Todd Waters and rejected the
other Todd Waters on the
grounds that he is a fake.
f) Come disguised a~ "Rip"

Hawkii.ns, and, with the rest
of the pack, curse Dick
Millerbernd for not showing
up.

g) Appear as myself and
get sick on the podium.
h) Try not to get sick.
Apologize to the "right on')
set. Pledge to fight for the
cause in order to end this camb) Eventually agree to meet pus slavery. Then, after the
on Waters' terms. Then show great debate, go right back
up dead drunk.
to being myself.
c) Appear sober but with
a 93 year-old semi-retired
epileptic hooker from Hurley
who will demonstrate the St.
Vitas dance at five minute
intervals.

i ) Or, pretend that Waters
never even made the chal·lenge. If he balks I can arrange to set him up with his
biggest challenge yet; mainly
by entering him in a caramel
chewing contest against a slobbering idiot on a sandy beach
in a wind storm during a heat
wave.

d) Or, bring Freda instead;
a German Shepard and her
12 pups ; all highly skilled at
marijua;na detection and shisker licking.
Dick Millerbernd

Give notice to drop-ad
To the Editor:

and taken less credits morder
to boost my HPR.
It seems to me that if I am
paying for the privilege of going to school here and getting
a degree, I should be given
ample notice of being on trial
quarter before the drop date
so that I could make necessary adjustments in my credit
load to continue going to
school here.

I happen to be one of those
brilliant students who is on
trial quarter. Something that
irritates me is the fact that
r was not informed of this until
it was too late to drop classes.
.
.
So I was stuck with_ sixteen
credits. Had I been mformed.
that I was on trial quarter
before the drop deadline I Don Paul
would have dropped a class Sophomore

Faculty Senate meeting
disheartens SCS student
To the Editor:

I went to the Facult) Seinate
meeting on March 2 that was
to discuss the question of
" community
goverrur..ent."
Two hours later I left the overcrowded Civic-Pe!lliley room
to go to work, but also because I was discouraged and
disheartened by some actions
that both the faculty and students had performed.
The idea of student government started over two years
ago at SCS. A committee had
been appomted to handle it,
and from what I could gather
from the meeting, the committee and idea slowly died. The
senators clearly "dropped the
ball."
Many understandably frustrated students recently held
a "Students Rights Meeting"
in order to get some immediate action toward community
government. Many studen,ts
~bowed up at the Se:rate meetmg where the matter was to
be discussed.

As points were made and
parliamentary procedure rambled on, the tension in the
room increased. There was
a secret ballot held on the
question.
The idea of commuruty government passed and was put
into another committee. But

Senate
(cont. on p. 8, col. 1)
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by Jean Collins

ONE FA-MIL Y'S PROBLEMS
1950's

"Johnny, stop dilly-dallying and eat your breakfast
this minute! "
"Oh, leave him alone, Marge. He'll eat when he's
hungry. Here, son take your vitamin-that'll hold you."
"He'll need more than that, Wilbur. We're going
downtown for school clothes. Then we have a doctor's
appointment .. ."
" Who's siek?''
"Don't be silly-we're just going for our shots.
Johnny, stop whining! You know Dr. Barley never hurts
when he gives shots. My goodness, he must have given
you hundreds."
"And he gives you a lollipop afterward, son. That's
more than Mother and I get. Oh, God bless you , dearcatching cold?"
" No, just sinus, I guess. A little Penicillin will fix it
in no time."
"Say, Marge, while you're at the doc's, I need a refill
on those sleeping pills-and you might as well get some
Bennies, too, while you're about it."
" Do you think you should take so many pills all the
time, Wilbur? Pills to ma_ke you sleep. Pills to wake
you up."
" Aw, I've been taking them for ·years-all the guys
do. They can't hurt anythin,g. Don't you take Dexies to
lose weight? That's about the same as Bennies. The doc
wouldn't prescribe them, if they were harmful."
"I suppose. Hurry up, Johnny, drink your milk and
let's get ready. What do you mean you don't want any
milk? Oh, you're SUCH a problem! You llaven't had
one bite of your breakfast, and now you won't even . . ."
"Leave the boy alone, Marge. Here, son, here's a
calcium pill-that'll do it. Come on, give your old dad
a hug before you go. Hey, watch it! You're spilling my
coffee. Boy, I don't know if it's the vitamins or what,
but kids these days are sure strong!"
1970

* *

" Wilbur, put down that newspaper a moment. I have
to talk to you."
"Hmmm, what is it, dear?"
"I'm NOT going to compete with today's international
tragedy, Wilbur. PUT THAT PAPER DOWN. We have a
problem-it's about John."
"John? What's he done now? Or, what hasn't he
done, is more likely. Kids today have it too soft. When
I was young, I knew what it was to-work hard-to buy my
own car with my own money. That's a thrill I'll never
forget!"
"John doesn't care about automobiles. ' They just
pollute the air, he says."
" Wait 'til he sees the beauty I'm getting him for
graduation. Marge-is there something wrong with the
kid's marks. His graduation ... ?"
" Of course not. His grades are fabulous. Young
peoQle today are much smarter than we were."
"They're too smart-that's the trouble. They couldn't
care less about a good home, a fine car, even our boat,
for heavens' sake. All the things we worked so hard for,
they take for granted."
"Take for granted? The subject bores them. But I'm
used to thal Once John meets Miss Right and wants to
get married, he'll appreciate the importance of a good,
normal environment. That's not what's worrying me,
Wilbur-it's these."
"Where'd you get those pills? Are they mine or
yours?"
"Th~y're John's. I foun-d them in his coat when I
started to take it to the cleaners. They're Seconal and
Methedrine, I think-the kids call them 'Reds' and
'Speed.' Wilbur! Where are you going? Control yourself
-we have to talk this over." ,
"Talk about it, my left ankle! Wait 'til I get hold of
that kid-I'll t'ix him!"
"What are you going to do?"
"I'll tear him from limb to limb, THAT'S what I'm
gonna do! I'll put a stop to this right now. We're not
having any drug addiction.in TIIlS family!"

...
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It's not the right time to
be sitting here writing this
column. In fact, it's nott he
right time for you to be sitting
there reading this column.
It's not the right time to do
anything. It's the right time
to do everything.

Time runs
,,.,,,....

,r

~sltort, do
something

It's the right time to lobby
with legislators; to overthrow
the system ; to work withi!I]
the system; to work without
the system. To stop the war;
to start the peace; to clean
up the cities ; purify the air;
crusade for Christ, destroy
the establishment; establish
a counter-culture and a counter-couruter-culture. Picket big
business. End racism, struggle
for freedom. Battle pollution.
Tear down the walls. And enlist in any of the endless lists
of sundry fights, struggles,
battles, causes and crusades
brought about by increased
social pressure applied to the
social consciences of our relevant existences.
There's a right time and
a right place for everything
...Or so says that age--old
adolescent adage we've been
oortured on. All over the co00ttry, the hands on the clock
point to the same time-the
right time-to do Something.
To speak out, to start worrying. To become active in
Activism, to become involved
in l111Volvement, to Become.
Time is rwming out and we

are chasing after it. Time is
the questioo and time is the
answer. And no longer is it
as simple and as uncomplicated as that innocent nursery
rhyme definition of time we
thought we knew so very well.
The clock on the wall has
a clean little face,
And it ticks all day long in
its neat little case.
It sings as it works, for its
hands, as you see,
Are as tidy and neat as nice
hands ought to be.

Things have changed. Even
the watches that adorn our
student wrists that hold owclenched fists, somehow show
us and the rest of the world
what we are so adamantly
for and against: the Spiro Agnew watch, the diamond
watch, the Mickey Mouse
watch. Stop watches, neck
watches, under-water watches,
time-pieces run by electricity,
battery and-or ~d - up.
And, like clock-work, we
punch in and .punch out, keeping our eyes on our calendar
girls and our calendar boysover seas; seeing ~at, with
every pendulum sWl!Ilg, that
we are-indeed-getting closer
to getting further away.
Periodicals like Tune a,nd
The Times tell us about the
times: "Planes Get Free Rein
int Cambodia " "W e l f a r e
Funds Cut to Indiana and
Nebraska," "Draft-Raid De-

fendants Convicted ... "
We are told: It's time to
make Decisions.
We are told: It's time to
get an Education.
We are told: It's time to
Mature. To get good Jobs.
It's time to ke.ep our country Free. We are told.
And we are told. By our
pareinits. By our peers. By our
periodicals. The decision has
been removed from our hearts
ailld, magically, medically
transplanted into our guilt-ridden heads.
And yet, still we rhetorically
ask: what is it the right time
for?
"It's the right time toy'know-to start caring about
people. There's nothing to
laugh at. It's time to do something about how sad the world
is."
It's the right time to laugh.
We must laugh while we still
can. To keep our sanity."
But no longer are the issues
of immediate importance. The
Urgency is what has become
so urgent, and somehow,
somewhere between the nursery rhymes and the classroom clock, we have learned
well how to relate to issues,
but not to people. Certainly
. not to ourselves.
So we run, running after
the hour hand as the minute
hand chases us.

"Time is running out~and
we're being runr by the clock,
rather than the clock being
run by us. We are being told
everything-when to sleep,
when to get up, when to love,
when to hate. And all this talk
about hOlllesty and kindness-that can only be achieved
when we can overcome the
clock, when we can overcome
time as our enemy and ruler."
Where is that medium between the innocence of youthful rhymes and the sophistication of truthful times? There
are black and white problems
-the black and white of peoples' faces, the black and
white of our air, the black and
white of th.i.'.; newspaper print.
But there's also a whole world
of gray that desperately needs
some color between, those
youthful rhymes and truthful
times.
It's the right time to stop
thicloog about what it's the
right time for and to start doing somehing."
-And the hands on the clock,
as they strike the hour, point
to us all.
It helps us to keep up with
the time as it flies,
And it tells us the hour to
sleep and rise;
It's a friend that we need,
as it hangs on the wall,
Ticking lesrons of truth allld
good will to all.

PLAYBOY CONCERT~
featuring

April 1s·
Halenbeck Hall
8:00 P.M.
----------------.- --·
Advance tickets avail, able March 31 at Atw·ood and Stewart
Ticket Window. $1.50

Tickets at door ........ 5 2.00
CROW·

*·Smoking may be hazardous to future concerts·
MISS JANUARY
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· 'No method of hi,·ing

or firing instructors'

Stach retention · still questioned
By PEGGY JOHNSON
"I'm a physicist. I feel I
coo judge a physicist very
well, but doo't ask me to judge
ain artist' or anry other field
not related to mine," Ivan
Watkins, SCS physics instructor and chairman of the
Faculty Senate Judicial Committee, explained iru discussing the appeal of Alex Stach.
Stach made an appeal to
the Judicial Committee after
the Faculty Senate Ad Hoc
Appeals Committee voted to
uphold the decision made by
the sociology - anthropology

department . not to renew the
colllltract of Alex Stach for the
1971 academic year.
One reason for the non-retention is attributed to the fact
that Stach does not have an
M.S.W. (Master of Social
Work) degree for teaching.
The department will need an
individual with an M.S.W. in
order to be accredited if they
would want to expand their
social work program.
The second charge against
Stach deals with his graduate
credits in sociology. The de-partmoot feels that Stach does

not have the credits in methodology and statistics that are
needed for course work. Since
there are teachers who handle
the classroom work which
Stach is qualified to teach,
such as social psychology,
the departmemt stated that
Stach was not needed.
Some sociology students
question Stach's non-reteinition,
whe1n they feel he is a better
teacher than some of the other
instructors in the department.
At present on the St. Cloud
State Campus, there is no
method or manner of hiring

or firing an instructor on the
basis that he is a good or bad
instructor, according to Ivan
Watkins.
Watkins has been working
oo a plan of student evaluation of teachers for two years.
Instructors
are
evaluated
every year under the Appointment, Promotion and Tenure
procedure. The form used for
this evaluation is a product
of the State College Board,
according to Clair Daggett,
secretary of the Faculty
Senate. Such e valuatioos have
been required since 1951.

Poets present visual poetry
By BILL MARCUS
Regardless of their vastly
differing styles, Dianne Wakoski ood Edward Field are
good friends. They enjoy working together and have both
devoted their lives to the varying arts of communication.
Though their particular med. ium is poetry, the communicative process provides the
vast metaphor upon which
they build an expression of
themselves and their respective worlds.
Both Field aind Wakoski
write intensely visual poetry.
The former, while taking
mt.ch of his source from the
visual mass media of film and
newspaper, further enhances
the visual aspect by giving
dramatic readings, almost acting out his poems.
Field writes, for the most
part, narratives that relate
some of the funniest poetic
stories ever told. After listening to the adventures of the
mad Dr. Cranshaw, the bride
of Frankenstein and the Cat
Womoo for an hour, the audience came away with achimg
sides a1nd mountains of praise.
Wakooki relies very little
on the physical aspect of her
reading, though her voice

intonations
are somewhat
more animated thain that of
William Stafford aind Thomas
McGrath. In.stead, Wakoski
lets her poetry do it's own
work, through sharp imagiiruery and crackling descriptiOl!lS.
At times, as in "Rescue
Poem", this biting imagery
mingles with beautiful, floating lines. In "Blue Monday",
for example, one line reads,
"electricity dripping from me
like cream." To describe the
effect of Wakoski's poetry as
"electric" may be slightly
hackneyed, but throughout,
it buzzes and clicks with a
strange energy that shocks
life into the reader.
One of Field's primary con•
cerns is the native mythology
contained in movies, especially the sexuality of "horror"
films. Sexuality in general
fasciruates Field, and analyses
of it's varying aspects appear
in almost everythimg he
writes. Field's humor may
be described as black - sexualdeadpan, and in some places,
plain slapstick, as much of
it comes from the incredible
situations he places his "characters" in.
Wakoski is undoubtedly the

more philosophical of the two,
and while she finds more comfort expressiin!g herself through
her poetry, she is equally
adept at explaining the underlying concepts to a live audience.
At one point, she explaimied
that the purpose of her poetry
was "to put all the contradicting elements of the world together, and make some abstract
sense."
She went on to say that she
uses writing poetry to justify
her existence., airud that she
must figure out daily why
she's alive and why she should
stay alive. Though poetry traditionally had some utilitarian

fooction, Wakoski's only truly
"useful" poem is "Exorcism",
which was written to get rid
of an oowa1,ted friend, and
worked.
Field's works are no~ as per•
sonal as Wakoski's but he
brings himself into a number
of poems in odd ways, such
as "Giaint Pacific Octopus"
and "World War II".
To describe two such complex personalities in this space
is near impossible. To describe
their poetry is mor<=; difficult.
Suffice to say that Field and
Wakoski provided an experience for the Arts Festival that
was extraordinary, and may
be hard to top f(!r some time.

Criteria for evaluation is
not specifically detailed in
the form. Some chairmen use
student opinfons in making
their evaluation. The School
of Industry has added student
evaluation forms which the
Evaluation ' Committee uses
among the other criteria in
judgment of their peers.
The general criteria listed
on the form includes: -Length
of professional service and
scholastic attainment -Professional activities - Perfo.rma:nce of assigrned duties Other contributions to college ~
and community.
The departmenit chairmen
first make the evaluation
which is sent to the evaluation committee in the department composed of three to
five members of the instructor's peers. From the committee, the evaluation goes to the
school deain, and then to the
president. At this time, the
faculty member finds whether
he receives the raise of nonretention.
Under these gener~ heads
of criteria, individual departments and schools draw from ....
various sources to determine
the merit of individual instructors. · Some stress publications
written.
Rationiale behind the publi-

E val ua ti on
(cont. on p. 8, col. 1)

Anderson--------- - - - - - - - - (cont. from p. 1
"I reject the charges that
our proposal would cut into
local control of the schools,"
he added. "On the contrary,
I feel it will give them more
flexibility and more control."
Asked why he rejects the
concept of increasing the state
sales tax to provide added
funds, Anderson cited inequities in the present sales tax
structure which allow large
corporations to skirt the tax

w
b
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Get 4 ½ interest
compounded daily. No passbook
required for deposits or withdrawals. Withdraw~!
privileges anytime. Quarterly stat~ments.

while making large expenditures. He reminded his audience of his opposition to the
tax when it- was implimented
in 1967, and asserte(: agaiin
that the fairest mode of taxation is the state income tax.
The governor then elaborated on a number of current
issues, among them revenue
sharing, the proposed coi!lsittutional convention, legislative
reform, and appointment conflicts, in cases where both he
and former Governor Harold
LeVander have both submitted
names to the legislature for
the same post.
· Anderson stated his support
for the Nixon revenue sharing
proposal, which would bring
215 million to the state. However, he expressed doubt that
· any such plan would clear the
Congress at the present time.
Asked why he considers a
Constitutional Convention a
better altemative than additional amendment in facilitating reform measures, Anderson cited the fact that there
are now 56 proposed amendments in the State Senate and
36 pendiirug in the House of
Representatives. He questiond whether such a large
number of proposals would
see consideration.

Elaborating, the governor
called Minnesota's 103 year
old constitution "restrictive"
and "not well drafted." In
his view, . a convenition would
"undoubtedly produce a ·better
document." He cxplain.ed that
approval of both the legislature and the people of the
state is necessary before adoption of a new constitution can
take place.
Anderson expressed the hope
that a decre~e in the size
of the state legislature would
be one of the reforms included
in a new state colllstitution.

-":>

On the subject of appointment conflict between himself
a;nd the former governor, An- ,,_
derson asserted that the issue
"may be resolved when one
or two Republican state legislators decide to allow me to
pick my own team." Anderson called it unfair that he
be saddled with LeVainder appointees and added "if LeVander is justified in choosmg
members of my team, I would
be justified in picking the next governor's team, and that just
doesn't make sense."
Following his engagement
in St. Cloud, Anderson flew • •
to Alexandria to again speak
on behalf of his budget.

EVERYTHING FROM
Magazines to Mozzarella
_Beer to Beauty Supplies
ranty Hose to Pizza
GOGO
Huskies!

Seutter's 7 to 11 Grocery
Open 7 clays a week
7 a.m.-1 l p.m.

l 719-3rd St. No.
Delivery Service

251-7890
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WANTED
2 MALE roommates needed
spring qtr., 2 bdrm., completely furnished, cable TV,
bar, 10 min. from class, 2534408.
RIDE daily between Crystal
aind St. Cloud, spring qtr. 5352798, 251-9079 after 5
FRIARS & COVENT Garden
Theatre Productions looking
for aggressive capable. hard
working Manager Salesman to
handle ticket sales on campus
full or part time basis. Prefer
"'sophomore or older student active in student affairs. Write
Covent Gardens at 724 4th Ave.
So. Mpls. giving full experience ain.d current activities, or call between 9 and 1
p.m. daily at 332-3710.
BICYCLE good condition J. P .
255-2595.
GARAGE SPACE for 750 Honda near campus, will share
rental. Call 255-3332.
1 or 2 MALE Students to share
trailer in Waite Park. Inquire
Riverside Terrace Box 80 after
6.
MEN of all trades to NORTH
- SLOPE, ALASKA aind the YUKON, around $2800.00 a month.
For complete iinformation
write to Job Research, P.O.
Box 161, Stn.-A, Toronto, Ont.
Enclose $3.00 to cover cost.
MALE roommates - paneled
basement apt. Call Jay 2534719 or Roger 252-6482.
WANTED TO RENT: 2 bdrm.
house or apt. as soon as poss
sible. Call 393-2236.
2 GIRLS to share 2 bdrm. apt.
with -2 other girls. Call 253-4118
after 3 p.m.
FOR SALE
DARKROOM Equip. enlarger,
2 lenses, easel trays $70. 2534034.
1966 GTO great shape. Call
251-7935 ask for Larry.
·
LOW MILAGE BSA 650 CC,
set up for dirt track, $450.
John 363-8855.
1964 CHEV IMP. power steering, radio white with black interior $275. 251-3306.
AUTO. radio stereo tape play,
with 4 speakers. Call 252-5304
- barely used.
SONY CASSETTES never been
used. C-90 200 C-120 250, Mike
:, 333 Case ph. 3426.
HART SKIIS with Miller bindings, 185 c.m. $25, John,
253-5373.
VANGUARD SKIIS, Step-in
biindiings, never used. 8½
men's lace boots $75. Call 251. 0419 ask for Pat.

~-

IONE, Sharoo, Marcia, Bunn,
Bunk, Rita: Your bras are
being bronzed for trophies. the
Barn.
your GREAT loves.
HEINEKE and Johnson are
goiinig to Florida
CAROLE, we should be even
better friends now you're 21 ,
Mike.
HEINEKE and Johnson are
having their pictures taken
with Harmon Killebrew
RON Finally 18 days together. I've missed you Debi.
GREG J. wish you a happy 21
Love, Mary.
FLORIDA: Here comes the
' ' H e in e k e and Johnson"
troupe.
2 MALES WcJlted for Daytona
Beach Trip. Includes roundtrip
trans. 8 days lodging, and
many extras at a low price.
Call 255-2485 or 253-3549.
ANYONE for a Northstar's
game?!
I WANNA see the dead frog
next quarter.
LONDON'S growing bananas
again.

college.
Kitchen,
laundry,
lounge 252-4876.
ROOMS for women, 327 4th
Ave. So. Call Sue 251-7404 or
Mary 253-3379.
VACANCY boys spr. qtr. 2522134.
CA HOUSING for girls close to
campus 251-9177.
CA HOUSING for girls close to
campus 251-9177.
CA WOMEN housing. Inquire
626-6-S 252-9226.
WANTED 2 girls board room
exchange, light housekeeping
duties. Sauk Rapids. 252-2289.
CA air conditioned housing for
girls. Spring and summer 2523348 after 3.
VACANCY, off-campus housing for women. Right across
from Holes Hall. 401 3rd Ave.

Happenings--------~

Dean Urdahl, former college Republican Chairman at
SCS, said the dinner is plamed
"to show that the republican
party of Minnesota is not only
made up of Reagan and
Agnew followers." He also
mentioned that it is a nonpartisan runner.

Wesley
Anyone of the college community interested in a series
of Lenten classes is invited
to attend the first session this
Sunday at the First Methodist
Church, 3rd St. and 5th Ave.
So., at 4:30 p.m.

Organ Concert
The former U.S. Senator
James Melby will be prefrom New York will be speak- senting a concert Sunday at
iir.g on tlie "Future of Political 4 p.m. at Bethlehem Lutheran
Church.
Parties and the War."
t

SINCE 1919

-Minnesota-MIDWEST, WEST, ALASKA-CANADA, HAWAII-

All Levels-All Fields
and

\

NATIONWIDE
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College Placements

~

cl< 'jc:JJ.i-- - eti'l':J

We think the teacher surplus is highly exagerated for
those who can consider leaving the T.C. area. You
will have a vacancy list individually tailored to your
needs the instant you register with us. Contact
us-and take a look. Open Sat. 'ti] noon.

---" °' .

OW" f\e-\1t/

~ 0 .(DUEC I

ABORTION REFERRAL
SERVICE ( ARS), INC.

Mid East Trip
One-Act Plays
There will be a trip to
Student directed one-act
plays will be presented in LebanOili, Egypt, and Syria
Stage II tonight and tomorrow after first summer session
for· 12 credits. If iin,t erested
at 8 p.m. Admission is free.
see Dr. Kairoui in the Political Science Department before
April 12.

TEACHERS EXCHANGE

Sell

(215)878-5800
24 hours a day, seven days a
week for confidential and personal service.

added a room to give away all
that free beer. Broadway in
Sauk Rapids, every 3rd beer
free
KEGGERS $1.00 male and female. Thank you Woman's
Lib. at 426 and 1020.
1501 · IS BACK . another
"bigeeee" at Lake Mimetonka
on Sat. 20th, All founding . fathers and friends are invited.
Call Fink 472-3476, Hesse 2522010.
WHAT NOW? Barets, beads,
chokers and rings.
FOUR LETTER words. Here's
2 you'll enjoy hearing at the
Broadway in Sauk Rapids ,
Free Beer every third ooe.
LANDLORD PROBLEMS .we can help you. Call 253-4863
St. Cloud Tennants Assoc.
GIRLS - last chance - satisfaction guaranteed - 252-6309.
WHAT NOW? Zap, Dispair
and Skull Combe.

WESTERN

Chronicle
Classifieds

Call:

ATTENTION

ring leader - Feiler Jewelers.
RIDES AVAILABLE Commuter serv. Mpls. to St. Cloud
daily. Register spring qtr. Call
612-471-9736.
$1 could get you room and
board free for spring qtr. Cootribute to Sherburne's Scholarship drive. You might be the
winner of the Room and Board
Scholarship to be awarded
from those donatiin,g $1.
WHAT NOW? Far out ear
rings!
INFLATION not at The Broadway, still 6 beers for a buck.
2 MALES wanted for Daytona
Beach Trip. Includes roundtrip
trans., 8 days lodging, and
many extras at a low price.
Call 255-2485 or 253-3549.
0 F F-STREET parking, ½
block from campus 252-2215.
WHAT NOW? Whole Earth
Catalog.
BEER! Free? Yes! We've

Tickets for Goddell on sale

PERSONAL

For assistance in obta ining
a legal abortion immediately in New York City at
minimal cost

CA housekeeping for women,
and
parking -$110-qtr. See at 393
2nd Ave. So. or call Liinda 2527109, Brenda 252-7139.

TV, laundry facilities,

ANYONE iinterested in attending a private pilot groundschool call: Donald Clobes at
252-2859. The groundschool will
be held on campus during
spring qtr.
AL TE RATIONS and repair of
men and women's clothing, 123
8th Ave. No. Phone 252-2204.
TYPING themes etc. iin my
home. 252-1813.
GIRLS Do you need $20, $40,
$60, or more a week to help
pay for college, rent, food, or
just a good time. Call Bob or
Rita Seutter 251-7890.
So.
APPROVED housing for me., WILL DO TYPING for students. 251-0421.
251-8879.
VACANCY - spring qtr., girls NEARL y WEDS See your
houslng with laundry facilities,
TV, air conditioning 301 4th
Ave. So. Call 253-4371 ask for
Gimy.
~pocalypse
UNAPPROVED apt. for 2
Tuesday, Boulder Roll will
CONGRATULATIONS
Linda girls, 253-4078.
appear in the Apocalypse for
and Dave, Billy needs a play- CA WOMEN'S basement apt. their final performance of the
pr iv. ent., TV, Vacancies quarter.
mate.
THE ASS.'T editor is waiting spring qtr. Clooe to campus.
for all the girls to buy hot Call 251-6851.
pants. Stay away from the of- G_IRL'S housing, 2 vacan. 601
fice .on copy days if you wear 8th Ave. St. Call 253-5235.
hot pants
CA HOUSING openings for 3 Tickets will be on sale in At• Is
•
block from wood next week for ,the March
HI KATH, DOUG, & Peter.
gir spmig qtr. 1
b
· 4th -Ave. So . 26 Charles Goddell dmner
HOW 'S teachm·g, Li"z?. Know campus at 422
t A tob e
the difference between offset Call 253- 1162 .
held at 7:30 p.m. a
ugs urg
and letterpress?
College.
CA WOMEN'S housing,
The dimer, scheduled as
CAROL: I'm sure glad your spacious
·
rooms, large rec . an altern~ u·ve t o the R on aid
dad is payiing me, now I cain room, cooking facilities pro- Reagan dinner that the State
~o;~~eN~h~iil be covered vided. Inquire 815 5th Ave. So. Republican
Committee
is
252-'0444.
sponsoring, is presented by
well this spring break.
HOUSING girls - spring. 395 the Committee for a Clear
HOW ARE thirugs in Worth- 2nd Ave. So. , 252-8240 Marcia. Conscience, which is comington, Mom? ~aybe I'll see . LARGE nice room 3 or 4 worn- prised of former colleg~ repub-you soon.
en, open sprmg· qtr. 252-4876.
lican chairmen.
ROOMS
LIGHT housekeepmg rooms
APT. large, furnished, for rent for girls, spring qtr. $95. 252for 3 male students. Call 252- 2729.
VACANCY for 1 approved for
6297.
2 BDRM. mobile home for rent women, light housekeeping,
on Little Rock Lake, utilities off-street p:rrking. 251-2673.
MALE vacancy spring qtr. ½
included. Call 393-2236.
3 VACANCIES for girls spriing block from campus 252-3349.
qtr. , light housekeeping, rea- CA MALE housing vacancy
sonable 723 5th Ave. So. 251- spring qtr. $115. 626 6th Ave.
5322.
So.
CA WOMEN'S housiin.g. In,. VACANCY: 2 girls. Spring qtr.
quire 702 4th Ave. So. 251-0314. CA $99 kitchen and laundry
VACANCY: Women,, close to 252-2215.

PARTIES make the world go
around. Thanks Lu:nich Bunch,

PREGNANT?
Need Help?

P19e S
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Come, call or write
_Registered Placement Counselor

lf\ieve i ···:

CECELIA GOSLIN, MGR.

..
,•
•

Western Teachers Exch.
215 Plymouth Bldg., Mpls. 332-8604
Member of N.A.T.A.
Mpls. Chamber of Commerce
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In Tuesdaynightact.ion

•
Ill

Scores high
High scores was the name
of the game in Tuesday
night's intramural basketball
. line-up.
The Wild Bunch used their
favorite ·.veapon-a second
half explosion-to bury the
Accounting Club, 98-52. The
Wild Bunch is now 10-0.
Thirteen members of the
Wild Bunch were present for
the game at Halenbeck and
every one scored. Coach Louie
Boone had 22; Reggie Steel
had 16, Bill Johnsoni 14, Captain Ernie Coleman 14, Calib
Donnell 10, and Mac W:ebb
10.
"We played a fantastic
second ha11f in scorilng 60
points on that big floor," re-

lated Assistant Coach Chuck
Rivers.
"Dave Boyce did everything but put his name on the
defensive backboard," said
Boone, in speaking about one
of the Wild Booich's forwards.
"We ran their socks off which
we can afford to do with the
depth and the conditioned ball
players we have."
"The game started slow with
some disputed calls, said
Boone, "but the Wild Bunch
... took their opponents to the
bridge. Bewc:re, Alias Austin
Carr, the bridge is in sight."
The powerful White House
crew got some surprisingly
stiff competitio:n from the
Catawba Claws, but won 92-74
to run their record to 11-0.

ST ARTS TONITE
EVE . 8:'00 p.m. - MAT. SAT. & 'SUN . 2

MY.

Fair

Lady

IM game

John Goggin had 24 points
for White House alild. contributed "tenacious defeinse,"
according to Coach Reid Hans.
Bob Lebains scored 22 with
" strong reboundmg."
The Gazelles "finally played
up to their capabilities," according to Coach Dan Ervi:rll,
and whipped the Petra Poppers, 92-66.
" We outma1rnned the Poppers
with balanced scoring (led
by Dave Stark's 20 points )
and Pat Ke am:y's 15 rebounds " said Ervin.
"
',
Don t colliilit the Gazell~
out of the . tou.i;nanu;nt ye_t,
warned Ervm. We lik~ bemg
rated as an underdog.
The Light-Fingered F i v e
Hawks proved once agam that
they will be a team to reekon
with in the tourney when they
broke loose for 62 secood half
points to overwhelm the Harrisons, 100-54. The Hawks are
7-1.
Scoring in double fi~es
for the Hawks were Dick
Rengel, Jeff Thayer, ~ill
Kuncher, Rog Young, Mike
Nelson, Ed Crowley, and Gary
Mccarney.
"We played fast-break basketball again," said Coach
McCamey. "It was good to
see Bill Kun:cher m~e more
lay-ups than he m1ssed for
a change."
Shoemaker C . played two
games Tuesday ~ght and won
them both, dowrung Shoe-maker D, 68-'58, and Shoemaker
F, 64-54. C FlO?r, the second
place team liil ~e Shoe
League, upped their record
to 8h·3.
·~,.,_,,r1
h
T e Rangers Dllw=.. t e
Sf)QrtS in a five-minute overtime, 8o-78. The win gives the
Rangers a 6-3 mark.
' ' ' ' ' $$$$$$$$$$$$$

The Stompers outscored the
Rose, 104-88, for the Stompers'
"best game of the year," according to Coach Dale Swen-

son.
"Mike 'The Moose' Tiddle
dazzled defensemen with his
'Tiddle shuffle' as he brought
the ball upcourt through heavy
traffic, often scoring at i:ncredible angles
mid-air,"
said Swenson.
. "Jerry Steinke . tur.1ed in
~ be~t ~~e with seve~al
big ir,mts, . Swenson continued. ~en Ho.nkamp, Swenso~,,
and Rick Lange once agam
contributed strong support in
a real team effort, considerin,g we only had a tota: of five
players."
The Gay Fellows massacred
the Gauchos, 106-28.
"This has to be one of the
most devastating victories of
the intramural seasoni " said
Captain Bit Trewick. '
Three members of the Gay
Fellows hit the 30 mark in
scoring. Doug Cook had 36,
Trewick 32 and Loren Skelton
30. Bill Rvthestien had "about
20" rebounds.
"We had good moral support
from J. Cacich aind T. Besco,"
said Trewick
Case 1 wo~ their fourth in
a row with a 62-56 decision
over Sherburne s.
·
Coach Jim Boos of Case 1
attributes the team's recent
success to "fine coaching."
"Undisciplined" Keith Glebe
led the scoring with 16 points,
followed by "rebellious" Dave
Nass (14), Steve Hainwk (12),
and Dale Carlsoil1, (10) .
Captain Steve Harnzlik said
he feels the team's weakest

m

Dean Laager

Laager chosen as cage
captain; Kelly MUP
Dean Laager has boon selected to serve as captain of
the 1971-72 basketball team at
St. Cloud State.
A 6'0" guard from ChokiaAlberta, Laager will be a senior next year. He transferred
to st. Cloud this past season
from Willmar Junior College
and won a startiJng role. In 25
games, he scored 230 points
for an average of 9.2 per outin~Laager should make a good

captain for us," Coach N~l
Olson said when aminouncmg
Laager's selection.. "He's a
fine team player and has demonstrated exceptional leadd
ership qualities. We alrea Y
rd
are looking forwa
to next
seasoin. "
(cont. on p. 8, col. 4)
Olsoin also announced that
Bobby Kelly, 5'10" s,e1nrior
sssssssssssssss sssssss guard from Bloomington, had
been named the most valuable
player on this year's team.
·

lntramurals

After spendi'l1rg last sea~on in
the military service in Vietnam, Kelly transferred to St.
Cloud and teamed up wifu
Laager to form a fine backcourt duo for the Huskies.
In 25 varsity games, Kelly
scored 276 points for an average of 11.4 per contest aind
electrified St. Cloud fans with
his hall handling and passing
abilities.
Twelve members of the 197071 St Cloud state cage squad
have been recommended by
Coach Olsoo for varsity letter
awards. The group includes
four seniors. They are Jeff Ba•,r,.

r o t t ' George Wilsoo, Relli
Hans and Kelly.
Juniors are Laager, Jerry -,
Doe, Jim Weinzierl and Galen
Schroer. Sophomores include
Steve Halsey, Roger Nordgren
and Les Green. Todd Brenden
was the only freshman recommended for a varsity monogram.

WINNER OF 8 ACADEMY AWARDS
, INCLUDING BEST PICTURE

m~~H ~-tr~~~~- ~t~ HA~Rm~N.

stANLEY HoLLowAv
EVERY DAY LOW, LOW PRICES

327-Sth Ave. So., St. Cloud

NOW

7:00 & 9:30

PARAMOUNT
PHONE 251 1221

ENDS TONITE

"THE BATTLE
OF THE BUTT!

..
ST ARTS FRIDAY!
ONE WEEK ONLY!
WEEKDAYS AT

4:30-7:00-9: 15

A. TRUi-:"-LIFE

ADVENTURE

:if\\:
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c◄tuht,)
7:00 & 9: 10 P.M . .
ACADEMY
AWARD
NOMINATIONS

7

AL RUBAN
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....-URA

PARAMOUNT PICTURESPRESENTS .

Ali MacGraw • Ryan O'Neal

Fa'Tii
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~SAVETES
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Husa1111DS

ADM. $7.00

. t;NDER 17 75'

Playing this Saturday
March 13 -8: 30..: 12: 30

INCLUDING

BEST
PICTURE
· ,. ACTOR
,ACTRESS

SAM SHAW

HAIRSTREAK·~
Th~ "saloon" on fifth avenue extends an invitation
to all who have not enjoyed the pleasures of our new ·
lounge and entertainment room. Exclusive, Michelob
on tap.

'GRAND
MANTEL
, ·BAR
"S~loon" on fifth_ ave.
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Prepare for tourney ·

Campus teams ready
by Wayne Cook
13) at forward, and Bill Powers an off night recently and
The 32-team, single-elimina- (6', 15) and Pat Holder (5'9", bowed to sixth floor by four
tion mens' intramural basket- 12) at guard. All are freshmen points. Each club has been
ball tourney doesn't begin until with past high school ex- beaten once, though B seems
spring quarter but three dorm perience.
to be the favorite.
, squads, Case 4 (9-0 record),
"We are by far the beS t
Helping, B to post many vieShoe B (8-1 ) and Stearns 3 (8- team in Shoe," Burke st ated. toiries by 30 points or more has
1), have already qualified with "~ for other d~;m teams, been 6'6" pivotman Mike Haytheir first-place standing in, we 11 hold ou~ own..
.
man who resembles UCLA's
Leagues I, II and III.
Case won its e~iest of rune Sidney Wicks with his shot
Of the three hardwood units, last Tuesday, gettin~ the ~ blocking and scoring (30 avg).
Stearns boasts of being the over second floor via ~orfeit. Providing the outside punch
tallest (6'2" avg.) and highe& That meant they couldn t em- (18 ppg) is 6' forward Jim
scoring (85 ). The other two ploy th eir fa st-break offense <Austin Carr) Phillips. His
"rely on a pressing defense and pressure defense.
front-line partner, 6'3" Paul
which yields about 40 points
"Offensively, we're free _Miller, adds 12 counters while
(the former less than 50) to lance with a lot of buckets backcourters Lon Mccloskey
foes. They manage over 60 on coming by steals off the (6') and Al Byrant (5'11") conoffense.
press," commented a team tribute 16 and 8.
Shoe was unbeaten until spokesman. "Right now we got ,
March 2, when rival C took the a winning attitude. As for the
"We have no set patterns
meaure of them 50-48, after an tourney, we think we can go a but an effective wide-open
ear 1 i er four-point defeat. long way, depending on the type offense," Phillips said.
Coach Dale Burke called the pairing with independents."
"We'll get into the playoffs begame a "fluke" because two of
All the regulars, plus re- cause we're the best onhis regulars were m:issin1g be- serve Mike Larson ( 6'2", 10), claim th e most with upcause of studies and a giant average in double figures. touch us with our height, ex( 6'4") "killed us on the boards Center Otto Mayer (6'3") ac- plosiveness and good shootand got over 30 po1nts." The . counts for 15, forwa rds Denny ers."
losers, which have but one Albright (6'2") and Tom CarIf past IM skill has a bearstarter over six feet, had a lin ( 6') 12 aind guards Scott ing on, the future outcome
:'.' hard time defending man to Coomes (6') and Bruce Hollom amid the trio, Stearns could
man aind rllllJjn!ing.
(5'11") 11 each. As are Shoe's, claim the most iwth UJr
The first-string quintet for B these too are rookies in terms perclassmen Haymoo and
includes Bob Eukel (6'2", 12 of collegiate experience.
Phillips. But they all are balppg) at center, Tom Lovejoy
Stearns, which has rolled anced aind top-notch in personarud Gary Bren: (both 6', 15 and numerous near-100 games, hit nel.

Husky swimmers
finish fourth
St. Cloud State failed to
come up with an individual
champion,, and as a result finished four in the 1971 Northern
Intercollegiate
Conference
swimmim,g meet this past
weekend.

undefeated
Gazelles
(last
year's IM champioo) several
weeks ago, 50-42. It was undoubtedly the high point of
the year for the Herberts thus
far.
"We're going to work on
our defense before the tourniament," said Coach Jim Wolff.
Similar to the Herberts, Barton's Reserves are also a highscoring outfit, tickling the
cords for a 75-80 points per
game average.

The Herverts are Olll• top of
League IV with a 9-0 record,
largely due to a powerful offense and rebounding game.
The Herberts are averaging The Reserves, coached by
85 points a game and have varsity football tackle Dale
cracked the cen:tury mark Mikesh, came into theiir own
last week with a pair of tight
three times.
victories over the O.M.'ers
The Herberts, composed of - the O.M.'ers first two losses
Brad Gunderson, Arvin Zwart,
Duffy Stokes, Dennis Kelm, of the year.
, Jim Wolf, and Steve Miller,
"Our two games last week
/ knocked · off the previously against the O.M.'ers were our

I

was the best St. Cloud performer," Wilson said. "He
picked up 45½ points by himself.''
Howard notched a fourth ilil
the 200 yard inldividual medley, a fifth in the 200 yard
freestyle, a third in the 100
yard freestyle and swam one
leg of St. Cloud's second-place
400 yard freestyle relay team.

Coach Rufus Wilson's tankers wound up with 280 points
far behind title-copping Bemidji which had 537. Host South•
west was second with m and
Mark Ammend garnered one
Winona third with 338. Mich- of the Huskies' runner-up
igan Tech finished behind St. spots. He was second in the
Cloud with 212 points.
500 yard freestyle.Mark Feely,
got the other in the 100 yard
"We didn't capture any indi- breaststroke.
vidual champiooships," Wilsoo
Wilson also pointed to Dan
pointed out. ''The best we Moulton as one of St. Cloud's
could do was a pair of sec- top performers in the season
onds. For us the NIC meet re- finale. Moulton scored 30½
flected the dual-meet season. points. Gary Soder, and Jim
It has been frustrating and dis- Sand, accounted for 30 and
appointing. We all hope next 28½ points respectively.
year will .be better."
The NIC meet ended St.
Wilson singled out Steve Cloud's swimming competition
Howard for his efforts in the for the year. The Huskies'
championship meet. "Howard dual-meet record was 3-11.

Th•incIadS finish

2fl d

Herherts, Reserves good teams
It seems to be assumed that
the two best off-campus teams
in intramural basketball this
year are the unbeaten Wild
Bunch and White House. However, there are two other unbeatens who will be heard
from in the playoffs next quarter. They are the Herberts
and Barton's Reserves.
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at St. Olaf

Last evening could find St.
Cloud, Moorhead and Bemidji
ruI11ndng the preliminaries to
best," said Bob Mikkelson of t h e 1 9 7 1 Northern Interthe Reserves. "President Wick collegiate ConferemlC'e indoor
came to watch. He said he track meet.
wouldn't miss it.' '
Those three NIC entries are
The key to the Reserves' slated to compete in a triangusuccess is balance, said Mik- lar meet beginning at 6 p.m.
kelsoor.
at Moorhead, and the winner
"Our reserves are almost could wind up in the favorite's
as good as our starters," he role for the rapidly-approachsaid. "We all play a lot. We've ing loop champiooships.
got a very well-balanced
' ' W e know Moorhead is
team."
"We have good rebound- strong," Coach Bob Waxlax
ers," Mikkelson co!lltinued. said. "Last week that club won
"We've got a couple big boys its OWill invitational, and a
very good st. John's team was
\.l'OOer the bucket.''
The starting five for the Re- among the entries finishing beserves is usually Dean Sodahl, Bill Zelben, Jerry Shimanski, DuWayne Paul, and
Jim Roufs. The other members are Mikkelson, Mikesh,
Jack Tschida, and Gene Stritesky.

hind Moorhead. Bemidji also
looks good after finishing second in a meet at Superior,
Wis., last week. It will be a
very tough test for us."
The Huskies fmished second
in a triangular at St. Olaf College last week. Sooth Dakota
State ran away with top honors by registering 80½ points.
The Huskies had 45 and host
St. Olaf 44½.
" Our distance runners are
carrying the load," Waxlax
pointed out. "We've got to get
more out of our sprinters, our
relay teams and our entries in
the field events if we hope to
become winners."
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BRIDAL FASHIONS • , •

There is someone to turn to with an
unwanted pregnancy. But it takes love!
The strongest form of love. The love
that lets life live. Talk to us.
At least a phone call. That much
yov owe to yourself!

CARIT AS FAMILY SERVICES
810 St. Germain - St. Cloud, Minn. 56301
Dial 252-4121 and ask for Holly.
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Evaluation------------------------(cont. hemp. 4)
cations is that an instructor
may be doing a good job behind the classroom doors but
unless he publishes, the experts camiot criticize his performance,
Allan
Downes,
member of the social science
department said.
Except in cases of team
teaching, television classes,
and seminars involving several members of a department, the i!n--class performance of the tnstructor must
be judged indirectly from
mainy sources since the evaluators do not enter the classroom to observe.
Howard Russel English department chairman encourages his instructo:::-s to evalu. ate themselves in their teaching abilities and to evaluate
what new approaches they
are using.

Last year the English department used student evaluations, but the forms , from
the University of Washington,
were discarded because they
were u.ru;atisfactory and time
consuming.
Downes hopes for improvement in the system in the area
of observation ood student
information. His department
is now "open" for instructors
to enter any class being
taught by a colleague.

In answer to this question,
Watkins has been tying to
develop a test to determine
the stability of class content.
According to Watkins, the
composition of each class
varies from quarter to quarter and from freshman level
to graduate school.
Since the teacher evaluatiOl!l would vary from class
to class, the class structure
must be scientifically analyzed
to give just evaluation as an
overview.
With this situation, Downes
Watkins stated that until
explained that performance a formulated instructor is esof an instructor will be able tablished for student evaluato be judged directly. ·
tion, the Judicial Committee
According to Daggert, observation withi:n the classroom
has been against traditioo.
Downes stresses student eva- (cont. from p. 2)
luation as a possibility, but go course-hopping. In other
words, go shopping for the
"the question is how? ".
courses you may want to take
in future quarters. For example, if you want the course
Coaching Hockey, sit in on a few
sessions during the first week
and find out if your prospecSi!nce 1966, married students these cards to be reimbursed tive instructor is really the dirhave been able to purchase for the money spent oo activi- ty old man he is rumored to
for their spouses an activity ties that nonnally would have be.
card for $1 that would allow been waived with the use of If the instructor disagrees
the .husband or wife the same the activity card.
with your shopping technique,
benefits in regards to school
tell him I sent you. It may not
The married students who impress him in the 1east, but I
activl·t1·es that a student's fee
statement would provide.
a ttempted to purchase th ese will be your willing scapegoat.
cards can fill out an itemized
th
f
h
Du·e to a mIS·unders~":ndi'ng
·"""
t f th
li bl
•
And for ose o you w o are
in the Business Office fall and accoun
e app ca e acti- thinking of cramming the
minter quarters, mam·ed stu- vities and will be reimbursed
. t
"
·
$ f
d
Health 301 Drug course m o
dents were not allowed to pur- a maXImum
15 rom Stu ent
bed
. 'ti
Th ·
·
your spring quarter sc
u1e
the activ1·ty card for Ac t IVJ es.
e itemized acd
·
C1i.ase
rts hOul ·
so that you will gra uate m
;,. w1·ves and husbands. B,,,._ coun
s
ct be su'.,mitted
d
the....
._._ to Dr. Da1·e p atton m
· the Stu- June, forget it. You od not
Cause no Change had been
·
f·
need the course to gra uate
made
r_egard to
marri·ed . dent Affairs O f1ce ( Stewart
·
h nd
from St. Cloud State College.
)
Hall
11
students being able to puro pnor to t e e of And you can get both your
chase these cards, Student winter quarter.
first and second year teac hi ng
Activities C o m m i t t e e has
During spring quarter mar- certificates without the course.
passed a resolutiori that al- ried students will again be The law states that you must
lows married students who able to purchase the $1 have at least two credits in
were rejected from purchasing activity card for their spouses. Mood Modifying Substances in

Education-----------

Activity reimbursements
offered married students

°

m·

Senate _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(cont. from p. 2)

•

the point is that there was
cause for fear by some of the
senators. An impatient student wrote on a paper that
was passed through the audience that "if the senators
would not vote affirqiative,
the senators would not leave
the room."
·
Now this is the type of
action that would not only be
harmful to the senators, but
to community government,
students and the values of
peace, love and understanding
which these young adults supposedly hold.
Brute force, violence and
terrorism are not "revolutionary" because this establishment uses them in this society
and in other parts of the
world. Doubtless, I need not
specify.
The end never justifies the
means because there can be
no end. The bloody American
Revolution was to bring the
Inalienable Rights of Life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness. People are still fighting for these rights today. If
fightin,g then must continue,
let us choose the weapons of
1o v e
and
understandin,g

t hr o u g h organized non-vio-

3) Establishment of a "free

nt resistance. It is possible college" with the help of symlent resistance. It is possible; pathetic teachers, a Free

Gandhi's life is a monument
to that principal.
How cain we apply it at SCS?
If the newly formed community government committee does not take action and
bring concrete change toward
its goal in the next month,
the students can do several
things:
1) Discontinue all student
support of SCS through nonattendance, non-payment and
non - participation in all
classes, sports and other related activities.
2) A daily non-violent rally
in front of Stewart Hall to
demonstrate our soliduity and
for the lates~ developments
concerning community government.

European nomads: The most
economical way to Europe
next summer. 5th consecutive
yr. Write: European Odyuey,
Winsted, Mn. 553~5. ·

Water Beds
$

( which is · meetiug to review
Alex Stach's case), the procedure of the faculty evaluation process must be followed .
Since this procedure does not
make allowances for student
opinion, students ·have no
place in the hearing.
The Judicial committee is
unable to allow students to
testify that Stach is a good
instructor, Watkins explained.
The Committee can or.ly discuss whether the procedures
outlined by the Faculty Sen•a te
in accordance with the State
College Board were violated,
or whether the charges given
against Stach are false.

5 9 •95 20 year guarantee
Free Demonstration

The A.xis

821 St. Germain or Call 253-3414

paper for communication, and
Free sports, clubs, etc., to
continue this training and
work.
4) If studrnrts are arrested
-to go alor.g non-violently
to jail and enjoy Free food,
Free bed and probably · new
relationships. Besides, how
many studel'ts can Stearns
colllnty hold.
This non-violent resistence
would continue until the administration
realizes
that
"those who must obey the
::-ules should make them."
In peace and love
Walter Bear

a Contemporary Society in
order to obtain your "third"·
year teaching certificate.
Everyone seems to be shouting their answers to the socalled "evils of education." I
do not propose to have the answers, but through this series of
articles , I tried to present
some of my suggestions. If
education is to get that swift
kick forward (a shove will not
do ), definite and non-violent
changes can and must be
made now.
If you wait five years t.o
make them, you will be ten
years too late.

•

zippers,
flys,
stripes, .
buttons,
pockets,
for
-guys
8

gals
:at

lntramurals(cont. from p. 6)
spot is in its coaching.
Stearns 5 won its third
straight, beating Stearns 7,
66-56 in two overtimes.
Gary Cliplef broke loose
for 40 points for Fifth Floor,
followed by Steve Peterson's
12.
Fifth Floor oow has a 4-5
record.
TTK everueo its record by
winning a pair of games. They
took a forfeit win from TKE
and beat Bucks I 74-64 in a
1:on-league game. Russ Ackerman and Rich O'Dell each
scored 24 points, while Jim
Bartholomaus contributed 16.
"It was our finest scoring
effort of the season," reported
a TTK member. "Our aggressive rebounding was also a
key factor. "

OPEN SUNDAY
Noon Till 5

PIK:A-BOOK STORE
23 So_. 7th Ave. 253-1145

grand
·opening
at
new
st. eloud
store
mar.15-20
107 5th ave. so.
open:
12 noon-9 p.m.
monday • friday
10:00-5:3'0
saturdav
.,
st..eloud store
107 5th·ave. so.
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